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Several panels - Loyola Univ, Chicago (moderator unnamed in tape but was first to introduce 
course on Holocaust at Loyola)  
 
1st panel: Panel of three Auschwitz survivors (of no relation); names of first two panelists not 
provided, 3rd -Bella Korn; 1st panelist (no name), 13 yrs. old when family forced from home, 
taken to school, put on truck, crammed into cattle cars - “nightmare, rode for days in, days 
out..doors would open & sometimes bucket of water put in,”grandfather died on train; arrival 
to Auschwitz, put in lines, “Last time I saw my mother”; later, someone looking at smoke said, 
“That is where your mother is.”; 35 to bunk bed “If one had to turn, everyone had to turn.”; not 
tattooed; having to avoid acknowledging aunt-if relatives discovered, would be separated; after 
13 mos., “selected..put on truck..taken to crematorium..You were not allowed to do suicide, 
they had to do the killing”; aunt requested niece (panelist) be allowed to die with her but niece 
forced out, only one in extended family to survive; 2nd panelist “in a lot of different (Auschwitz) 
camps” (including Blechhammer); selection, stripped of clothes “people 
tortured..tattooed..quarantined..beaten..handsome guy came in (Dr. Mengele)-some told 
‘You’re good for another few weeks’..We only lived according to our (tattoo) numbers..chased 
out of crematorium & they brought in another transport.”; credits Dr. Kohl (sp?) in saving his 
life from Dr. Mengele; 3rd panelist (Bella Korn): “No human hand can describe or write about 
Auschwitz”; recalls stench, paraded naked, Mengele selection; moderator (also a survivor) 
summation,  audience questions; 2nd panelist reveals ; 1st panelist’s liberation (Russian Army); 
Bella liberation (Russian Army in Czechoslovakia), Bella shares seeing paper where Eichmann 
requested she testify on his behalf for saving her (and other women); Bella moves to US “where 
the free people are”; 1st panelist, returns home to find neighbors (who had been friends) using 
their furniture stolen from her home, wearing her family’s clothes - they offered Bella only a 
shirt; moderator adds that she too endured similar treatment from neighbors after returning 
home, who were disappointed at her return; in addressing the Loyola Christian audience, 
moderator ends with “I don’t blame you.” 
 
49:00 2nd panel on “Righteous Gentiles”; moderator references Raoul Wallenberg who “saved 
100,000 using fake documents'; two guests - survivors M/M Aron & Lisa Derman (of movie “Lisa 
and Aron's Story: A Journey of Remembrance”) re: Christian who saved 9 Jews; 1943, Aron: 
Fleeing hometown’s (Slonim) final ghetto liquidation; arrest, placed in synagogue, jumped from 
train but captured; Lisa: “Whoever wasn’t massacred (in ghetto), survived for only short time”; 
Lisa/little brother fled & survived because they appeared Aryan; Lisa sought help in a church; 
Christians hid Aron, Lisa, other Jews on top of train (in winter)-at great peril, as Germans were 
down in the cars; in the wind, Lisa was catapulted, barely hanging from train-Christians & Aron 
created human chain and pulled Lisa back on. When Lisa called one of the Christians, "a hero," 
he responded, “I’m a simple Christian. I did what my religion taught me to do. I am my brother’s 
keeper”; at time of interview, Lisa cited “There are 5000 Righteous Gentiles, 2500 are 
Scandinavian.”  
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1:12 3rd panel on GI’s who liberated camps - Grant Grimm, Dr. Robert Lupert (sp?), Dr. Jules 
Barish (sp?), Mr. Sturgis (sp?), Loyola history professor Walter Gray (a GI himself); Sturgis (21 
yrs.) entered Buchenwald, refers to some American sentiment before Holocaust, “Who cares - 
million Armenians killed-no one did anything,” cites “Burke: ‘Evil men will always succeed as 
long as good men do nothing.’; Dr. Barish-after entering Buchenwald, told “That’s where they 
collect the bodies, they empty it every half hour,” went back in 20 min later & room was full of 
bodies - told, “has been going on for days.”; Dr. Barish & Sturgis recalls GIs marching Weimer 
German citizenry to Buchenwald to force-witness Buchenwald horrors & even afterwards, 
Weimar citizens marched back singing German patriotic songs; Grimm recalls townspeople near 
Mauthausen, “in denial” of nearby atrocities; Mr. Grimm recalls psychoanalysts who had been 
imprisoned (Buchenwald) “I learned as young man how inconceivably inhumane man can be to 
man. My mind refused to grasp it - but it was there.”; Walter Gray & moderator’s closing 
remarks 
 
1:40 4th panel Father John Pawlikowski (Prof Catholic Theological Union & Holocaust Council) & 
Loyola Theology Dept professors Rev. Gerald McGough (sp?) & Rabbi Morris Fishman; Father 
Pawlikowski discusses Germany’s pre-WW2 political climate, “How just a few leaders can 
instigate a movement when individuals feel frustrated…remember Hitler came to power 
through democratic election.”; Father also addresses imprisoned gays, gypsies, mentally 
handicapped, political dissidents; discussion German Catholics who “sat quietly.”; “Is another 
Holocaust possible? My answer is ‘Yes’”; inter-faith groups working towards understanding, 
forgiveness, thwarting future Holocausts.; Rabbi Fishman addresses “How could it 
happen?…can be repeated.”; discussion Nazi expulsion 1500 German university professors; 
references Rudolf Steiner’s “Where is man?”; moderator ends panel exploring denials, “stench 
could be smelled for miles…(post-war) some Nazi officials put on US payroll…Church’s denial”; 
audience questions. 
 
2:43 returns to 3rd & 4th panelists of 3rd panel: Psychologist Dr. Robert Rupert (GI) shares 
returning to post-war Austria, discovering Freud/psychoanalysis had been fully embraced; 
shares his return to communities surrounding Mauthausen, finding Germans' continued denial, 
concealment, substantial evidence of neo-Nazism; Mr. Grimm’s return to WW2 sites, powerful 
emotions he felt; Walter Gray’s eyewitness accounts of Generals Patton & Eisenhower; 
moderator speaks to GI liberators who cried in sharing their photographs (of camps). 
 
3:03 returns to 4th panel: Father Pawlikowski returns to discussion on “need to take fringe 
groups seriously”; discussion on "Nazi Experiment” - perils of “how a so well-educated society 
can be co-opted by a system.”; concerns of technology enabling “being able to pull off a 
Holocaust." 
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